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INiRODUCTION

If schoolsare-the major arena of public initruction, then
I AK* WI

teachers nd students are the principal actots involved in the educe-

tional process. Currently, there is a strong movement afoot to make

schools more'effective institutions (see.Hervardi Graduate SchoOl of'

Education Bmlletin, 1980). Many perspec;ives must be examinedsto

determine how to accomplish such a goal, but certainly an examination

of the characterietics of the student population is one important .

consideration. Adolescents attent middle, juniore5pr senior.high schools;

their development, the issues and problems central-to this cartimtlar
...

,

time in life, and the relationshipskbetween adolescent development and

-schodl achievement are important aspects of effectiveness in education.

This paper seeks to aamine recent research in adolescent development

as a oajor focus for understanding the primary-population in secondary
\\:

I

schools.

The current effective schools movement alsd is.vitally concerned

Raisini the quality ofwith school improyement efforts.

program design, or organizational management are asp4ts

instructider

of school

improvement,that heavily influence the experience of students in

attendance at school. Examining issues of,adolescent development,

within the school, as well as beyond it, may shape or determine the

iuccess or failure of specific practices in iecondary education aimed

at making schools more effectiye. Of particu1ar concern ate the so-

called "factbrs" of school effectiveness gene;ally associated with

improving schools (Brookover, 1980). In this paper, these,factors are

5



examined both in terms of their 'significance'to the vffective schools

movement and to the ways thesejactors may relate to recent research

-
_on adolescence. Conclusions.are drawn on how the two areas of stUdy,_

adolescent research and factors of effective schooling, address common

issues, as well as ways in Which they diverge. Finally, areas of

rfurther research are suggeited. f
,

This.paper is divided into tliree parts. Thel first part examines -

current isiteraturt for the purpose of building a general conception of
#.

adolescence. The second part is concerned with majorissues of adoles-
.

cence and the refationships of thtse issues/co factors of school effec-

. .

tiveness. ipe third part seeks tedetermine.the.implications of di>,
,

/ relationshins in these two areas in terms Of identifying desirable changes
. .

in secondary sthools. Education in urban Sittings is examined qnd

*

suggestions.offered for future research. A list of bibliographical refer-

7.

ences is included in the paper.
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THE NATUKE OF ADOLESCENCE

A single ipfinitive deg4iption of adolescence does not,really

exist. Nor is there a unified theory of adolescent development.

Various meanings and many assumptiOns are found in educational litera-

ture on the,topic. H er, there is some consensus about research

findings on adolescence. To build a conception of adolescence requires

the ,examination of this rather extensive, interdisciplinary research

and an interpretation of its,findings.

Determiniag a Definition of Adolescence

The dictionary definipion of'adolescence refers to the root linguis-
,

tic meaning:. adolescere, "to;grow up." It characterizes the experience

as "the state or process of growing up" and as "the period of life from 16

puberty tolMaturity terminating legally at the,age of'majority." Such

definitions reflect the dominant, developmental and,social perspectives

that have shaped inquiry on adolescence in this century (Elder, 1980).

These perspectives have been followed by a variety of researchers and

scholars who havp been'involv.ed in the study of young people.

In characterizing adplescence, biologists tend to emphasize the

physical changes that occur to the soma. Psychoanalysts and psycholo-

gists ieflect the trauma of the youthful intyche and the lack of clarity
a

in their awn theoretical orientation : "It is a paradox tflht adoles-

cence should be the period of greatest concern to parents and youth and

)

'the era least well-comprehended by psychologists (Kagan, 1972, p. vii)."

3



1

Sociological studies dating back to Hoilingshead's famous Elmtown's

Youth (1549) stress the problgms of social stratifica.tion and social-

igation. Over the years, field work in many communities has revealed

problems of status, class, conflictx competitibn, and age segregation

in a world relatively defined by a post-war perspective.. Yet all

4

b thesedescriptions give only a fragmented depiction of the teen-age

sttkeut.for the educational researcher. A clear model of adolescent

development has not been the'obvious product of either the developmental

or.social Views of adolescence'.

There are contemporary researchers who maintain that.adolescence is

an inveZion of the industrial revolution (Hill & M6nks, 1077). Stgrt-

ing from a Rousseauiad base, Hill and.MOnks tie adolescence to post-

industrial Society in the 19th century, characterized by a new division

of labor and the rise of urban manufacturing centers. Child labor,

compulsory education, and juvenile justice legislation are some of the

social outcomes associatedtwith ihe new age groutl created by industrial-

ism: 'Thes.e scholars see adolescence as a pivotal transition stage in

the life cycle between childhood and adUlthood. It is a time infused with

its own opportunities and dangers. Such an historical interpretation

does not-deny ihe age-old Aristotelianyiew that adolescents are trouble-
.

some, idealized individuals, prone to excesées and i\d opinionb:

The young are prone to desivid and ready to carrY
any desire they may have formed into action. Of

bodily desires if s the sexual to which they are
the most disposed to give way, and in regard to
Sexual desire they exercise no self-restraint.
They are changefultoo, and fickle in their desires,

,

4
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which are as transitory as they.are vehement . . .

They are passionate, irascible, and apt to he
carried away by their impulses . . . . They
'have hi4h aspirations; for they have never yet
been humiliated by ehe experience of life, but

:are unacquainted with the-limiting force of ,

circumstances . . . . Again, in'their actions
they prefer hopor to expediency . . . . If the

,young commit a fault, it is aligays on the side of
excess and exaggeration . . . They regard
themselves'as ominscient and are positive in
their assertions; this is, in fact, the reason of
their carrying everything too far. *

But the historic perspective offers a more complex view of this

period that has been suggested b developmental or social views, and

the historical approach presents a dynamic interpretation of the effects

of modern living on the nation's youth. Current notions of adolescence,

are inflnenced'by concepts pf life-span development, a greaterunder-

standing of age patterns in a longer life course, and a host of major

studies of social ckange in the experience of youth. Elder (1980)

notes,that,this "life course approach,h develoOed si..nce the 1960s, is

rooted in a new view of social history which is related to, the current

available literature onpboth psychodynamics and cognition. He maintains

that such a perspective must be taken into account in-forming a compre-

hensive interpretation of adolescence. It is a useful position to examine.

In the life course approach and within the historic possibilities

of one's,aglecohort, there are five particular tasks, according to

Conger (1972), which are faced by all adolescents:

"Rhetoric of Aristotle," cited,in Norman Riell, The Universal
E)cperience of Adolescence (Boston:_ Beacon Press, 1964), pp. 18-19.

to)
5
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a

adjustment to,physical changes of,puberty and later

,adolescent growth;

development of independence from parents and otMr

caretakers;

establishment of effective social and working relation-

ships with peers;

preparation for a vocati9r; and-

development o; a system of1/5174S and a sense of

personal identity.

These are the-universal tasks awaiting adolescWs everywhere. During

the second decade of lift in most Modern, technological societies,

these are the roadblocks that challenge the youngster's transition to

adulthood. They are also concerns of families and:schools. How.the

student accomplishes these tasks, what models of behavior are followed,

and what degrees of freedom are avialable differ from society to society.

But the tasks remain. Using developmental, social or historic under-

pinnings, a definition of adolescence'must deal with each of thege

universal tasks. In completing his/her tasks, every,adolescent faces

both personal and sodietal demands.

Changing Assumptions-About Adolescence

Most researchers come to the field of adolescence with various and

sundry biases. Conger (1972) suggests that the difficulties faced by

this developmental period appear to be increasing, partly because of

current stress on the family and partly as a consequence of the accelerated



rate of.change,in American society. 'Other scholars do not necessarirly

agree with Conger's interpretation.

sHill (1978) identifies thres assumptions about adolescence which,

he claims are false, but which'are-interesiting to examine in light of

current research. Reviewing major studies of American youth, Hill notes

that in both Coleman's (1974) and Martin''s (1974) exandnations of adoles-

cence, increasing alienation was detected among youngsters, notably in

a decline in the work ethic. Hill challenges this claim. Along with

Heyneman (1976)., he proposes that adults working with youth have be$A.L.,

less than candid about the unpleasant contradictions in the real work-

place. Wbat results may look like mass student alienation. Hill

suggests youngsters' negativism may only be momentary disbelief or the

adolescent's initial mistrust of the adult world.

Secondly, Hill suggests that some researchers, like Coleman and

Martin, erroneOusly maintain there is increasing intragenerational

hostility evidenced in the behavior of American teen-aAers. Is the

so-called "generation gap" getting bigger? Hill also doubts that
Age

contention. He cites the wo of Kandtl and Lesser (1972) to suPPort
, .

his view, and proposes that e dissonance of generations may be an
4

appearance created by the media. In reality, Hill maintains, the

disaffection is not nearly as great as depicted. Since the late 1970s,

after the cooling down of the pbst-Vietnam period, Hill proposes, the

differences between adults and youth may actually havt lessened. 'And

in addition, according,to some psyciloanalytic Interpretations, the

7
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onflict that does exist is io be expected and is,:in fact, quite

healthy: "The formation of a conflict between generations and its

subsequeht,resolUtion is the normative task of adolescence. Its -

importance to cultural continuiti is evident. Without this cOnflict no-
.

adolescent_psychic,restructuring would occur (Bloi, 1979, p.

. ,

Ana finallY, Hill points out, researchers have raised unnecessary

fears about the decreasing capacity of young people to assume adult

roles. Have we, in fact, actuallrencoutaged the development of thr

autonomy? Hill thinks lot and suggests that such encouragement is the

essence of the experience of adolescence, Bakan (1972) reflects a

similar concern and refers to expectation of what the future holds as

the central concern of adolescence. Such expectation is the contekt

in which Conger's five tasks must be addressed.

What is obvious from examining these conflicting views of adoles-

cence is the Peed to separate out basic characteristics of adolescence,

whicb are largely agreed upon by.researchers, from the More controversial

and interpretive opinions about the developmental period. Such opinions,

it would seem, may CT may not have research-based support and could be

influenced by the unstudied assumptions and limited perspectives of the

persons who hold them. A theory of adolescent behavior, were we to seek4

one, would be concerned with these basic characteristics of adolescence

upon which a teliable definition can be built* and Would introduce the

issues about which more reliable research is still needed. Once the

groundwork of such 4r1 understanding about adolescence is established,

then one can judge if the realization of-adulthood'experienced by any

8
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individud4,-.0 grf,Inqf youn.g;ters, lives up to a particular sodiety's
.

. .,...
..

blueprint for hia/her exiatence. What.then are the basic character-:
,, e,

i..,
, istics of,d4Oles ence?

. 4

The Primary Changes in Adolescence

4

Most researchers on adOlescence itgree that there are three primary,

changes that univeTsally affect youngst rh in the second deOade of life.

Roughly between 10 or 11 and 18 years of age, biological developments,

chalges in'cognitive competence, and changes in social definition occur

simultaneous1yed, to some extejt, interactively for all adolescents.
.%

111

Thislro say there is not continuity with the experience of child-
,

hood for the individual (Rill & MOnks, 1977), but the shift to new

drives and'different abilities is a dramatic benchrk ildthe life cycle.

,

It also is important to note that these changes occur in afferent mdi-

viduals at variable rates.

The development of secOndary sex characteristics and physical growth

are the most Observable dianges in the young teev-ager. Tanner_(1972)

points out th'atthe tempo of growth and the d4elopmental age of the
,

individual; e.g., the percentage of the chileWsrowth process which

has been attained at any time, are important aspects to examine from

society to.ety, as well aa person' to pition. Duridg this century,N *.

puberty and maturation have o urred earlier and earlier among young-

, -

sters around the world (T ner, 1972): These changes appear as much as

twcPyears Oarlier for all social eXasses.in western cultures.
4.

Physiological studies of a mire complex natu re in progress
e"

(Tanner & Inhelder, 1971), but there is agreement that (1) our linowledge

9
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is .far from complete, and (2) the period'of adolescence, particularly

for the young adole"soent ob 11 to 13,, is one of rapid and complex

physiCal change. Theie early teen years are comparable tO`ttle first

two years of life, when the infant develops eXtensively d physically

increases him/herself both in-size and behavioral complexity. By the

s-c

tIze a youngster is in secondaryschool, although the,differences in .

age are not so great, 'physical variation can be extensive.

During adores ence, according to the research of Pfaget and

Inhelder (1958, 1970 1973), the character of a youngster's thought and

reasonihg shifts to new, more comRlex order. The formai operations

-
stage is gradually acquired by the adolescent and this brings about

three significant cognitive developments. First, the adolescent becomes

capable of a kind of"combinatorial logic"; he/she can deal with

problems in which many factors operate at the same time (Elkind, 1970).

Hill and MOnks (1977) find that this increased operativity, or ability

to deal rationally with multiple factors, frees the youngster from more

Child-like perceptions and aoncrpte fixations:

The adolescent can deal with situations as a
whole rather than being caught up by som
specially dramatic or otherwise salient
featute of iimediate perceftual reality. He
can consider a situation from many different

.% points of view because he can reason in terms
of what might be; in that sense his thought is
more-flexible (p. 40):

Secondly, the adolescent, in contrast to the child, acquires the

ability to use a second symbol system, to create classes or generaliza-

tions that stand f r more specific objects; Such an ability to use higher

r

10
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levels of abstraction makes it possible for the youngster to consider

alternate reasons or explanations for the'same event. This is-the

beginriing OperativiZq in Piag-et's scheme. AS Hill and MOnks

(1977) see it; the adolescent "canreason more ahstractly, thinking`in

tei-ms of verbal propdsitions 'Lout objedts and events hnd not' only the

objects and events themselves. The teen-ager can, fof the first time,

think about his or her awn thought" (p. 40)." As Mosher (1979)' depicts

the adolescent, he/she is able to use thinking.that.builds on:

thinking.

And thirdly, the adolescent develops the_capatity to construct

ideals, or contrary-to-fact situations. He/she goes beyond the

immediate situation oAhe icnown and extrapolates the possiblp (Keating,

1980). The adolescent;-as inventor, tastes-the reward and freedom of

formal thought. Key to such cogrgtive development is the significance .

of opportunities to try, the adolescent's need for the liberty to make

mistakes and to self-correct in order to regulate one's own inventing

(Piaget, 1970).' Although there are Some researchers who might question

the universality of theae characteristics during adolescence (Neimark,

1975; Keating, 1980), the existence 6f the potentiality for and useful.-

ness of such development is fairly accppted .(H111 4 MOnks, 1977).

The instructional program of a school is obviously a significant setting

in which the teen-fger's growing cognitive ability.can be mentally

challenged.

The changes in skcial definition accompanying adolescence are not

01



as well descOribed and explained by current theory as is the notion of
S.

growing cognitive competence. iloweyer, the increased socia\ awareness

and growing self-conception Oharacteristic of the young teenager are .

i i
aspetts of social Change knowiltopsychologists, sociolOgists, and

anthropologists alike. The characterization the adolescent striving

to become an independent person, as well a unique member of his/her

group is an emergent theme of the research litétature. Lipsitz (1977)

maintains:- .;'
A

Not until adolescence.does the individuAl see
*self as having a past and a future that are
exclusively hise Adolescence it thus.a.'pivotal

.1time of recapitulatiod and anticipation. It is
a time when the individual seekev'his distinCtive -

identity, consistihg 'Of a consciouS"'sense of

personal uniqueness, an unconscious striVing for
continuity of experience, and a dOlidarity with
group ideals (p. 4).

The importance of peer relationships and'peer influence are related

areas of adolescent research. Peer groups seem to serve the adolescent

"as the principal locus for socialization in many domains, especially

afiiliationi aggression, sex, and moral behavior" (Hartup, 1977, p. 177).

Such influences cannot be ignored in examining adolescent development

-and they obviously play an impoqant role in relating tthe individual

adolescent to.the environment of the school. The school as an institn-
,:k

tion is as much the meeting place of the adolescent and his/ter peers.
I.

as it is the site of intelligent_instruction for students and teachers.

Summary'

The first section of this paper has sought to consider the basic
A

definitions, general assumptions, and primary changes that occur in

12
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adolescence. Various approaches to adolescent research are.presented,

but no single view or theory is agreed upon. Rather, a Inception has
rs. i;

been sketched from Tesearch sources which depicts a developmental period

of high activity and change, grtat expectations and dYnamic potential.
. .

Lipsitz ç1977, p...45) cites,Deborah Waber's View Xhat there, is a "list

4

chance".aspect to adolescence, thaethe period could have,either a

productive'or destructive effect on the inclividUal. Perhaps the en,rgetic

spurtp of adoleicence are less critical than Waber suggests. Neverthe-

!"--"

less, adolescence is a period of rapid development based oo,multiple

L changes, which create many opportunities for tht teen-age student. .

.11;
In schools, opportunities for meeting the needs if teen-agers,also

a

seem to abound. EaucatiOtial pro'grams should direct some of an adoles-
ft

cent's potential energy and activity in ways consistent with the natural

changes of thetperiod. But what do we know about an adolescent's develop-

ment in terms'of schOol practice? To maximize learning and growth for

the high school student, it would seem prudent to examine the basic

characteristics of adolescence as they influenCe the development of the

yoUngster in the educational petting. In addition, it seems wise to

explore that relationship in the context of effective schools. The

'next section of this paper is focused on this topic.

13
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ADOLESCENCE AS A CONCERN OF EFFECTIVE SCHOOfS

.1

To some extent,,sdhools have actAlly been,qrganized.or struc-
A'

tured in direct responge to the primary changes A-adolescence (Hill,

1980). In past years, junior high schools were established to si.rve the

needs of burgeoning teen-agers. And today, a major middle hchool move-
F

ment is predicated on Ines in the emerging.adolescent learner (Toepfer,

1979). But to understand basic changes in the student population does

not seem sufficient. Issues of effectiveness in schboling a the impact

of the school as an institution requires an examination of the meaning

and, significance.of basic changes on student development. Factors of
. .

' effectiveness' might be addressed concerning adolescence when these

secondary Wluences are better understood.
.

, z, -
From Primary td Secondarjr Changes .

The primary changes of adolescence have both direct anA indirect

effects on the psychological development of the individual (Peterson &,

Taylor, 1980). Direct

and trace factors like

behavio;. The results

educational purposes.

effect studies are generally highly technical

heirmonal activity and its influence on Observed

of.such stuhies Ave fairlq lithited utility for

Studies of indirect effects, however, introduce

a h6st of possible mediating influences on the teen-ager, such as

neuuendocrine changes, morphological-changes, adult reproductive

P

capacity, and the tempo or timing 6f puberty itself. Studies of these

related physical effecta raise many issues aboat the outcomes of the

adoldscent development period. The youngster's accommodation to

1 8
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biological forces influences education and other sociocultural activi-

.tieslin the student's life. By the same token, educational and cultural

settings are influenced by-the changes that confront the teen-ager. To

Understand the full impact of adolescence, both direct and indirect

effects of .primary changes must be_taken into account. Same recent

research on adolescence addresses problems of this sort.

Hypothetical models have been constructed by some researchers to

identify the possibilities of the complex interactions between primary

adolescent changes and secondary mediating influences. Peterson and

Taylor (19130 show how the agolescent's responses, to physiological

change 1:4 an impact onloth sociocultural perspectives and personal
-

perceptions in thCmaturation of,the teenrager (see Figure 1). people

CGenetic
potentials

StOLOGICA

Endocerne
, changes

SOCIOCULTURAL
.

..;

Kccondary
sex

1%lircharacteristic
development

Attractiveness
standards

A

Time of
pubertal
onset

Peer mug .

Inifent.oi
responses

Stereotype
of oorly or

late maturers

Personal
ruponss

4.

FigUre 1. Bypothetically important paths between'pubertal.changes
and psychological responses (from Peterson & Taylor, 19 p. 147).*

4,
if1014101./AL.

Body Imag
Self Mace

, Self steem
Gondar Identlf

*Reprinted with permiseion from Wiley-Intereaence.
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and institutiond play a significant role in this interchanie. The

re
responses of parints, teachers, and peers to' the adolescent's develop-

ment during puberty are aspects of the image and identiiy each teen-
,

ager creates in completing the utiiversal tasks suggested-by Conger

(1972). The model presented by Peterson and Taylor serves to illus-
.

trate the complexity of these in eractive relationships.

In pursuit of mediating in ences,jill (1980) developed a schematic

eodel, a framework of causation dn adolescence. He .places theamportant

influences or "settings" encountered by the adolescent (family, peer,

and schdol) between the three basic characteristics or changes andothe

six secondary changeswhid he believes are the major mediating fortes

)

that det,ermine what a youngster becomes and how the adolescent'copes with

his/her new statuss(sep Figure 2). Hiilrs-,framework focuses on the 11X

.

secondary changes: attachment, autonomy, intimacy, sexuality, ac*hieve-,.

,
I , 0r

ment,and identity: fn Hill'e'vieviNhese are the influences that -. ,
.*"

V.

ultimately shape the adolesant's development'. These mediating forces

. are the major psychosocial concerns of adolescence. The significant;

.
.. settings of a student's life -- fatally, peer, And school -- can be

examined in terms of the youngster's participation in each of these arenas,

while the secondary changes are experienced. For'Hill,'the school becomes

,one of the major environftents in which secondary influences are conftonted

as the- primary adolescent changes inevitably occur.

According to Hill's research, the influence of secondary changes

on the adolescent depends upon the norms for a particular change created

in the settings the youngster experiences and the relative significance

ale
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Figure 2. Hill's framework for the primary and secondary-Oanges
of adolescence and Ole settivngstof their relationships

. (?troill J. Hill, 1980; p. 27).*

,

of those settings for different persons or groups clos0 to the teen-ager..

In other words, the settings present a range of possible relationships

which a youngster may engage.in at he/sh confronts the transition to

adulthood.

Hill-sees the six secondary changes as three pairs of psycho-

Social issues in adolescent development. Not only must the teen-agr

deal with the basic changes of hiological, cognitive, and social develop-

Ment; he/ihe 'albo'must move among:variourf settings each of which mediates
5

the primary changes. Ultimately, the adolescent must resolve three

*Reprinted with permission ihom the Center for Early Adolescence,
'..52.cite.2234 Carr Mill mat, Carrboro, NC 27510.
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A

significant-issues embedded in secondary changed. Hill proposes these

issues are in tension, if not in conflict, with one another. These

issues of adolescent development warrant full discussion, for in order

to plan,ah.education that is harmonious with teen-age development, the

educational researcher must consider the school's potential role in the

context of such issues.

1

The Issues of Adolescent Development

In Hill's heuristic frameWork (see Figure 2), the six.secondary

changes of-adolescence invalve three pairs of variables constantly

interacting in a youngster's development. These three paired-yariables

are Hill's major "issues" of adolescent development. The paired-vari-

-

Sbkes include: .attachment-autonomy,
sexuality-intimacy, and achievement-

'A
identity. Much of tbe current literature on adolescent development

relates to one orlore of/these variables. It is'itpartant'to examine

each pair.

Attachment reiates to the yotngster's,aoncern about detaching

himself/heraelf from parentsSnd family dominance, while at the same

timeextending. his/her self-initiated activity and confidence to wider.,

behavioral realms.. Adelson.(1972) finds that the apdlitical adolescentes
gradually develops a Sense.of community. Thro000his/her detachment

from home Usseo he/she becomes aware of the myriad of social-political

organizatione which comprise'the community such as church or synagogue,

youth group and sports team. Havinglearned about these other social

arenas,t1Ie adolescent gains experience and seeks to (develop'an idde-

pendent role in them: ,Several types Of, autonomy are suggested by'research.

19



'Gilligan and Kohlberg (1978) study moral autonomy in adolescenf develop,

ment; Douvan and Adelson (1966) examine bie development of value

autonomy and the necisity for the forging of internal controls. In

both instances, the precariousness of adolescent development is under-
.

scored. The tension between attachment and aufonomy is played ouE in a

state of ambivalence:

The adolescent's circumstances are riddled with
ambivalences. His parents,'and the community-

.at-large, want the child to take and master
autonomy, and yet remain uneasy that the young-
ster, not really ready for it, may 'lose control
altogether, and in one rash act damage his total
life chances. For his part, the adolescent
pushes on for independence, and yet often
frightened, unsure, ready to run back to the
sweet life Of the child, These ambivalences are
important in giving us a sense of the emotional
turmoil of the adolescent experience, but they
are not ultimately important, for in the not-so-
long run the adolescent does decide for autonomy.
And once he does, he commits himself to internal

* rather than external controls. If he is to cope
with,internal drives and external demands, if he
is to take the decisive leap into adulthood, he
must accomplish thattfinal act of socialization
in, which he regulates himself through his own
internal resources (Douvan & Adelson, 1966,.pp. 80-81).

.According to other literature on adolescent development, the interplay

of sexuality-intimacy presents the teen-ager with the opportunity bOth

to transform gendlf roles and io build unique associations nf friendship

into deeper relationshiPs (Lida, 1968). Innate tension between these

variables becomes apparent. The physical assertiveness of the young

adult capable of sexual reproduction appears at the same time that

he/she is challenged to be a socially responsible, trusted member of

20
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society. Personal api)etites and drives attat be experienced and regulated

in a community.,context. In defininFilithe new personal roles of adult-

male or adult-female, the adolescent looks to both cultural models and

peer examples for guidance'on sexuality. The impact of his/her friends

at school is an obvious influence on the young teen-ager seeking new

gender identity. Cliquishness and conformity in peer, groups emerge as

youngsters learn the risks of independence and the isolation of adult-

hood. According to Chandler (1978), the segregated character of peer

culture is understandable because:

. . . adolescents . . . often voluntarily
constitute themselves into social collectives
and pledge,to differ from one another in as
few ways as possible. By binding themselves
together into a univocal social whole, they
ward off the sense of estrangement that

accompanies their new-won sense of subjective
relativity and create an enclave of cammon
conviction (p. 142):

The peer culture plays an equally important role in the development

of the third pair of variables in adolescence, the interplay of achieve-

, ment and identity. Gordon (1972) maintains that the core dilemma of

adolescent development lies in "the problem of integrating the partially

contradictory value themes of social acceptance and social achievement"

(p. 25). He defines achievement as "the symbolically validated perform-

ance against a socially defined standard of excellence or competition

(p. 39). Hill (1978) suggests that achievement drives are tied both to

the youngster's ultimate ambitions and his/her more realistic knOwledge

of his/her own attributes. In the world of adolescence, to reconcile
is

21
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the image of self as defined by new,-found particliation outside the

home, the concurrence of friends and their opinions, and the demands of

vorious "superiors" -- teachers, clergy, bosses, coaches --.is the

4,
major taek of identity-building. In this reconbiliation, the teen-ager

Sets both Current and future goals. Bakan (1972) emphasize:3_044 impor-

tance of identity aspirations.for the long run; the adolescent feels

the conflict between current demands and adult aspirations. Bakan

suggests that teen-agers,practice self-restraint or assertiveness dur-

ing adolescence because of the hope for future payoff./ Those who

fail to have hope as adolescents may set the stage for a negative out-

come much later in life. Similarly, Hill (1978) proposes that failure

to secure peer acceptance as an adolescent can set a negative pattern

for all future adult experience:

. . poor peer relations during adolescence is
one of the best, if not the best, predictor of
concurrent and subsequent social and psychological
pathology of all-kinds (p. 19).

The significance of Hill's three issues of adolescence does not

lie in their individual relationships to a teen-ager's development.

Rather, the three sets of variables help shape a common meaning for how

the needs of a whole age group, a student" population, may be characterized.

In short, the major issues of adolescence, as discussed by current

researchers, cluster around the precarious establishment of aOstrong

independent identity, accepted by one's peerd, as well as one's parents

and teachers, based on acknowledged achievement, and looking toward a

Ar
successful future. These are the ideal conditions that could accompany

22
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the imandary changes which are so essential-to adoleicent development.

These are the parameters within which the tasks of addlescence, as

suggested by Conger, might be apmached. The school is an importl

getting in which such ideal con'ditions can be cultivated. The model

secondary school, in Epsteinls (1981). words, which strives to meet.the

needs of adolescents would:

V

create an dducationalprogram and social
environment that will capture the energies and
intelligence of an energetic and curious popu-
lation; meet the studentset their skill levels,
challenge them to increase their academic skills,
and prePare them for adulthood (p. 2).

But the discussion of issues in adolescent development also provides

othir considerations about the quality of experience in ihe transition

to adulthood. Lipsitz (1977) emphasizes tfiat in the teen-ager's quei4

the most important central theme to underline is variability, glir the

time and rate by which adolescent transformation 4curs are radically

different from individual to individual in the school population.

Since this variability is one 0 the aspectS of
being a young adolescent that dentributes to
the potential'painfulness of this time of'life,
we underscore it time and time again in,the
hopes that those working with and living with
young adolescents will be extremely sensitive
to the issues involved (p. 41). .

,Along with r cognizing the varAilility by which the change to adult-

hood occurs, a para lel problem is to comprehend the graduaaness by

which the maturation takes place. A comparison of Piaget's apach to

the growth of intelligence with Hitl's framework of adolescent develop-

- ment is very useful. Piaget (1970, p. 708) bases his arguMent in
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assimilation/accomodation on biological structuralism. The interactive

process,of taking In new information (asaimiiation) as one-acts on

Objects containing such information, and responding to it by changing
I

one's internal structure bf Buda information (accommodation) is the

-heart of Piaget's,developmental theory. Pidget calls this time-consuming

process equilibration. slihere is no question in his mind that, the

process is gradual, involves the active participation, of the learner,

and -- to become Operative for the adolescdnt -- requires a positive

social interaction, as well as a logical consciousneL. Hill's delinea-

tion of primary adolescent changes, their impact on and interaction
4 . .

4ch specific settings, aiid the manifestation of secondary Changes can

be.said to have the sane requisites 'as equilibratio The development.
.,

of resolutions to the issues of attaChment6-autonomy, sexuality-intimacy,

and achieveuent-identity relies on'a gradual prodess, yolves t4e

student in active participation and deci on making, arid reiquires exten-

sive, positive social interaction. the esuit is a fully Capable,

operative adolescent.well on his/her way to aaulthood.

the iriterplay between primary changps and secondary mediatini

influenceashould also be emphasized When:4iscussing va?idis'iiityn

gradual changein'the adolescent's transformation. The,isSue of identity

provides a useful example. Hill (1978) pointa',out: :"pirat-there is

,

the business of transforming images-of selfto accommodate to bodily

changewand Changes in social eipectations".(p. 13); these are primary
-

chansel theethere is theproblem of coordinating,these images

I. A

N.)
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to attain a self-theory that incorporates uniqueness and,continuity

through time" 1978, P. 13). This coordination constitutis

secondary change. In building a neW, adult identity!, the adolescent

assimilates the realization of primary changes as the body/mind/

Personality experiences initial development. Then the adolescent

responds or accommodates to initial development With secondary changes,

gradually achieved,through positive experience under the influence of

family, schools, and peer grpups. The role of formal opekations, as

depicted by the Genevan theorists, in this interactive process, appears

s to be particularly signifiCant. Accordilog to Hill (1978, p. 15), the

identity formation process described by Erikson (1968) would be
4

impossible without experiencing formal operations in the social realm.
. - / .

By the_sametOked, the capability for mature intimacy described.by
-v

Erikson (1963) and Lidz,(1968), or post conventional moral development

described by Gilligan an Kohlberg (.I978), also seem to require the

advent of formal operationd ia the adolescent's Cognitive abilities.

In other word6, tile teen-ager's primary changes mature and develop

in.the significant settings of liEa to the extent that interplay of the
4.

issues which are manifest in secondary changes are permitted to exist and

ill terms of the quality of their intOractive coordination. Ttia school

that provides the highest form of cognitive preparation, according to .

Piaget (1973), also must call for a Proper ethical and social edncatibn-

that is "directed to the full deVelopment of the human personality and

to the Strengthening of respect for human rights and funaamental fraedoms"
,

(p. 87). The secondary school which serves a population of maturing

25



adolescents faces both awesome tasks during this key period of development.

And finally, significant in Hill's inalysis, is the interplaT

between the growing formal operapions so the adolescent and the regula-
, .

tion of morns about his/her behavior as set by Peer group;' family, or

the school itself. InIthe institution of the school* this interaction

is a particularly important area of educational consideration. This is

(the larger psychological problem of creahng environments for learning,

fhe settings of behavior as Epetein (1981) definedthem:
.

A

Schools expect students to accommodate their
behavior to the opportunities and constraints
of each setting,.to change behavior as.they
move from setting to setting, ,and knowledge

funique to each setting. To a great extent,
the students do accommodate their behavior for
each new setting (p. 4).

In the relationship between what the student observes and c6agclembly

decides, and the encouiagement or discouragement advanced by his/her

peers_and superiors, learning is supposedrto occur. .But little research

about adolescents in schools is viewed from the p9int of view ofoutcomes

of schooling. Whap do'we want the settings of learning for teen-agers

to aCcomplish? There is an underlying assumptio# in this'paper.that

effective secondary schoolsi\will meet the needs of most younggtprs

between 11,and 18 years of age. An extndve discussion of these needs

has centered oA primary and secondary changes in adolescence. It is

necessary now ta elsmine adolescence in the context of fhe outcomes of

effective schooling.

4
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Effective Schooling and AdolescenCt. ,

The literature on effectiVe sthools is beginning to rival that of

adolescent developmenin size and scope. This paper makes no attempt

to review or analyze comprehensively the current movement on sch6O1

effectiveness. Rather, it seeks to use the five factors considered

the most critical aspects recognized by Scholars (Brookover, 1980;-

Edmonds, n.d.; Mann, _1979; Rutter, Maughan, MortMer 6 Ouston with

Smith 1970 as high petritive correlates of effecLveness as a means of

analyzing research on adolescence. In summary, these eactors include:

a strong principal who-is also an instructional leader;,

high teacher expectations of student achie4ement;

safe, Orderly facilities and positive school climate;

priority of a basic skills program; and.

frequent and continuous assessment,of performance and

regular use of such data,

Assuming these cactors describe effective educational institutions, how

might these factors relate to the issues of adolescent development?

Such relationships may prove to be hindering or helpful to the edutation

of the individual teen-ager. in-the analysis gat'follows, tbe school
'-

as a whole is the focus of,discussibn rather than the structure or

content of spetific, Individual classrooms'.

-; Strong principal/instructional leader. If an effective school. is

dministered by a strong principal who is also an inStuctional leader,

*
See another paper on this topic,prepared by Joseph D'AmitO, The

Effective Schools Movement: Studies, Iisuei, and Approaches, ReSeiia!
for'lletter Schoolé, Inc., Philadelphia, TA, 1980.



'how might his/hex relationship with the population of adolescents in,

the school best be characterized? Obviously the question of authority
r

in the institution is of primary concern, particularly the role and
-

,

/7structure of disciplinary practices carried out in the exercise of
e

the principal's leadership. According-to the current literature on

adolescence, the autocratic or authoritarian model qf administration

would nOt seem to be an effective approach for secondary schooling.

Hill and MOnks (1977) maintain that excessive authoritarianism, as Well

as excessive permissiveness, leads to cofitinued dependency on the part

of the youngster _and,therefore, hinders the adolescent's development of

autonomy. Epstein (1981) suggests that the tendency to over-control

adolescents actually runs counter to the teen-ager's need to develop

autonomy ahd independence. Mergendoller (1981) suggests school central-

ization leads to teen-ige passivity. These reseSrchers argu that What_.-c

is needed at the secondary level is a balance between understam ing

the need for rules in the organization and the freedom to develop

through action an-understanding of the school as a total institution.

The chief administrator in a schoOl needs to support such a position.

Much of the literature on managing high schools focuses on the

size of the institutions and the number of students attending them.

Mergendoller (1981) points out that "students have significant power

to disruptcthe school, and sabotage4the instructional process" ep.21)..

One response to this potential threat is narrowly to delimit student

role and,keep things under tight, centralized control. Heyneman (1976)

28 .
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takes issue with such an approach, saying that although the adolescent

needs to. /elm that some optionsHare finite in the secondary school,

,

. 1

he/she has a greater need to find.but through actual responsibilities

what significance rules, leadership, and authority have on the school

as a real,community and his/her role in that society. Newmann 11980)

sees adolescent involvement in the decision-making and social activity
t.-

of the school as a key commitment which can nbunter alienation in
k

high school. Piaget (1973) tKc.ild emphasite that thelstudent cannot

merely be told inf rmation about rules and activity; the adolescent

learner must,exper ce it directly in everyday events. Conger (1972)

suggests that when a principal fails to provide opportunities.for the

growth of student autonomy, he/she allows for "more rapid and pervasive

growth o alienation, apathy, drUgs, delinquency, and violence" (p. 226)

in the'school community.

The.imporiance 'of realizing that the school is a tommunity, as.

Adelson (1972, 1979) dismisses it, ie,also important to t adolescent

in realizing the significance of the principal as school4Leader. Now

does the principal view the various groups of actors in the high,school

population: student's, teachers, and support Personnel? What roles

are permitted for:each group; what stake in the larger community is

encOuraged? If peer associations are's6 significantrto the adolescent

student, heii; doei the authority,structure ofn,school treat and-work

with the student council,,various clubs and.spontaneous social groups,

sports teams, and themyriad of activities that exemplify peer

.-"----
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associations; Are 'student groups age-segregated organizations basically

kept outside the instruftional focus of the'sdhool or unrelated to the-4.

community-at-large? .How are faculty roldblii.budgetary support allo-
.

cated 'to student activities? In making'decisions of this sort, the

;

principal reveals his/her hidden-values and informs students about what

really counts in the schoo17-- strict controls or-opportunities for

increasing student involvement in the institution.

The nature of the developing adolescent also:suggests thaethe

secondary principal has a particular role to play as an instructional

leader in the high school. Although much of this role may be shared wiyv-

department chairpersons, the emphasis of the principal's labors must

be concerned with "the quality and Significance of the academic program

in the school. This emphasis agrees with Brbokover's (1980) findings

about effective elementary schools, as well.as the research of Clark,

Lotto, and McCarthy (1980) which stresses the school administrator's

-role in setting standardaof performance in improviAg schools. The

literature on adolescence also st2sses the importance of the school

leadei in structuring an institution that provides opportunities for

teen7age students to buip an awareness about learning and a conscious-

ness'of academic elicelleftee within the school society (Mosher, 1979).

4 The secondAy school principal,.then, has at least a two-fold

Of
task in managing a large, departmentalized high sqhcol. First, he/she

4

is the leader Of a functioning community in W.hich students as individ-

uals and in groups should be encouraged to be Active in the social

30 ,
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exchangeoof the schbol 7- both formally and.informally -- and to have
_

success in such relatiOnships. This emphasis suggests that the principal

provides organizational leadership so that students and teachers alike

havean integral role in planning, designing, selecting, and implement-
<

ing the decisions that make the school a viable,social institution. The

"ethos" of the school, as recent studies of public (Rutter et al., 1979)

and private (Abramowitz, Stackhouse et al., 1980) institutions indicate,

may be intimately related to this leadership factor. But, the princi-

pal also has an academic influence on developing teen-agers. School

is not a popularity contest. Academic excellenbe in a period of rapid

cognitive change requires that the school leader work with subject

specialists to advocate intellectual exchange, too. More will be raised,

about this topic in subsequent factor discussions.

V Teachei exPectations of sttdent achievement. The role of teacher

expectations and their influence on student achigVement similarly becolikii

a complex relationship when adolescent development is considered it'the

secondary school. Achievement conceived narrowly as "working for gradee

loses credibility'alOng &student population.that is geared more to peer
4

values than to those of parents, teachers, or society. Kagan (1972,

,p. 99) finds "ininfficient motivation" the ,primary problem in junior and

senior high sthools. Expectations-concerning ability or personal

attribttes are shaped by many relationships adolescents have and by no s

means are they limited merely to Classroom tasks or performance. Accord-
A .

ing to Hill (1980) and Htsen1(1977), haVing increased opportunities to do

things, to have contacts and meaningful roles in the larger school

31.,
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organization or the community, has significance for teen-agers. One

reason for this is the greater visibility Of such roles'to the student's

peers. Another reason is the positive feedback of_tadk success itself.
, _

An examination(of the area of expectation cannot help Vitt raise

the question of the relationship between the student's view of himself/.

herself and a sense of school actievement. Goldsteini(1967) examines

this relationship and suggests that the student associates his/her awn

self-concept with identity factors and feelings of belongingness in the

school....If a student dods not expect to be succe;sful in school, he/

she feels that he/she is not part of:the system. Such lack of expects-

tion for success is the mark of,alienation, a permanently entrenched

feelipVof deficiency. To,expect success and to feel that one has

mesningful roles to play in the larger organization are motivating factors

that may prevent adolescents from droppingyout of school, as well as

(-- adults from burnini-outIneociety.

Much of the research on adolescence has been focused on male

subjects in. high school settings. I:ipsitz-(1980) stresses the need to

complete more studies on female subjects and junior high school programs.

She also emphasizes that the relationships between expectation and

achievement are in particdlat nded of fu4ther study. She ties the

*
. . . , . .

beginnings of the drop-out problem in secondary school to the feelings

._of insufficiency and lack of tigh expectation during early adolescence,

the years betWeen 11 and 13. In Lipsitz's research, there arle some

relationship's to home and family orientation that must be understood,

35
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but the Major point emphasized is that-the school is the major insti-

tution that mediates befWeen what the student 'expects of him/herself

and the dreams Of glory started in childhood. In addition, as Bakan

(1972) notes -- drawing on Stinchcombe'S'(1964),research -- the iMages

of the future, particularly in the job market, not only motivate

immediate per formance but play an importailt role in determining delin-

quent_behavior and causing geteral rebelliousness, too, The student

_who sees little connection between real work and what is being studiedlo

at school, or between his/her career goals and what the teacher conveys

as a job choice for a youngster, quickly opts out,of competent perform-
,

ance in the classroom. Similarly, being able to do something is

meaningless if the task-performed is not linked to the child's ultimate

work goals:

When a studett reAizes-he dOes not adhieve
status increMent f imprbved current
performance, currenk performance loses m4kning .

He claims autonomy f om adults because th'elt

authority does not promise him.a' satisfactory
future (Bakan, 1972, P. 83).

\

There is-s6me evidence, too, that schoOli, as,wellas parents, can
4

4 7

also expect too much of students. .Literature in the 1960s (Stinchcombe,

1964) suggested adolescent "rebellion-is a way of tejecting ptessure for

. success"f(p. 8). More recent studies (Elkind, 1982a) of the hurried child,
14

in American life Characterize yqungsters as unintended vidtims of rapid,

bewildering social change. "Some of the more negative coftsequences of

hurrying usually become evident in. adolescence, when the pressures to

grow up fast Collide4with institutional prohibitione" (Elkind, 1982b,

--ip, 14),. Problems of teem-age'pregnancy.and even teenage suicide may be
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traced to the stress of such unrealistic expectation.

-School climate. Much of the literature on effective schools dis-,

cusses the significance ofja supportive school climate in promoting

learning. Although some attention is given to the influence of Pleasant

physical facilities on instruction (Heyman, 1978), emp asis is not placed

solely on the physical environment of ehe sChool bu rather on the
--

psychological base. In the settings and canimunication patterns that

create meaningful relationships throughoUt the institution, some researchers

_locate the beginnings of factors like high expectations and student motive-
,

tion (Rutter etal., 1979). Gump's (1980) research on environment that

have social meaning is also relevant to this point. Gump suggests that

effective educational institutions are concerned.With the human compo- -

nehts, as -well as the instructional progrern. How people. interrelate and

what they study under what conditions are important aspects of supportive

environments. The effeceive high school serves the adolescent's need

for peer exchange and encourages learning experiences through more than

age-segregated, academic relationships.

Barker and Gump's (1964) work on optimal school size is also impor-

tant' for the development of secqndary educational climate's. Where

concerns are high for maximizing student involvement and developing

program flexibility to serve the variability of the student popUlation,

the size of the school and the ratio of staff io stUdents are important

lectors to consider; If the adolescent requires teal and varied sett-

Anis in which to act oilt and individually experience SignifiCant relation-

shiPs in the school, overcrowded and mass approaches to instruction and
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learning are obviously not appropriate. School climate condutive to

learning requires some measure of personalization, if not individualization.

-The research of the Center for Social Organization of Schools in

Baltimore has implications for the study of school'effectiveness and
01111,

supportive climate. Projects conducted by the Center have examined the

donditians.for optimal Peer associations in school (Karweie, Hansel, &

Ricks, 1979), as well as the effects of cooperative learning strategies

on instruction (Slavin & Karweit, 1979). In terms of adolescent develop-

ment, the Center's work on peer relationships suggests that a supportive

climate can influence student achievement, socialization, self-esteem,

and other key aspects of schooling. Though.many of the Center's studies

havebeen conducted at the elementary level, research on adolescence

suggests that,the,findings could apply.to the secondary sChool as well.

The emphasis on the.positive aspects of school Climate should not

lead educators to.think there should be only an air of satisfaction in

effective schools. Brookover and Lezotte (1979) found that teachers in

effective schools, which they called "improving," are less satisfied
_

than teachers in declining 'schools. these teachers are not complacent,

XIbut rather appeared more'likel to experience'some tension and dissatis-

..

faction with existing situations. The energy of the staff and leadership

in a school with a Positive climate is directed toward school-wide

improvement and the essential factors that can make that scHool safer,

orderly, and more effective: The implications of adolescent literature

for climate improvement it high school seem obvious. Adolescents need
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to be part of the improvement_prOcessl meaningful roles for them in the

process are the involvement patterns Newmann (1980) advocates. Through

such involvement, the ruleS of the school and the.orderliness of the

school society can be experienced, in a Piagetian sense, directly.

Priority of basic skills. The effective schools literature empha-

sizes the priority of basic skills instruction and,has been concerned

primarily with the remedial needi of lesser adviantaged students. Empha-

sis has been placed on the "basic skills" o thematics and reading.

There is a rather strong divergence o interest between that per-
% e4

spective and the implications of researc,1 on adolescence for instruction

/
4,the development of curricula forisecondary education. The formal

0 e // 1

operational,patterns associated with cognitive development as a basic

adolescent change stress the ne d for diversity of program aiid program

content, the expansion of logical reasoning, and a,growing awareness of,

/' .

possibilities a

1%
personal experience (Peel, 1971). If anything,

adolescence is vie ed as a period of academic extension, albeit in a

context of specific cognitive abilitles.

Three themes are suggested as alternate views,of what is essential --

if not,"basic" -- to skill'development in adolescence. First, the

imports ce of symbolic development is stressed. Peel (1971) suggests

the teen ge thinker'should be encouraged t8 discover new attributes of
4

a nonperce tual, mediated kind. Understanding relationships through

various form of reasoning should als6 play a part in the secondary

classroom; diScovery methods shollld be experienced. These highet

farms of cognit on need to be extended to various subject areas and
!

not merely to r 4ing or computation.



Secondly, essential skill development in adolescence 4tquireasome

:attention to the social nature of learning among teen-agers. The inter-
.,

.

active quality of'group learning or the:Cooperative interplay of learn-

ing among peers are aspects of instruction that need o be stressed in

the secondary classroom. Settings as discussed by Epstein (1981).or Gump

(1980) can include debate teams, student Eorcillrachool newspaper, and.

even the class play as vehicles of instruction which provide opportunities

for new perspectives and diffe ent analyseS.. They may provide situations

that are more convincing to tile learner than text-oriented curricula

.

, bound between the covers of a book. For that matter, some researchers
, \

\

,
\ -(Elkind, 1970) maintain that Secondary instruction should not be limitedi

. \

\ ,

\ to formal classroom or school instruction, but ehould include activities
,

, .

/
in-the communitY-at-large as a resource for adolescent introspection.

- -

(//

,

Finall with regard to the emphasis on effective schools and basic
A0S

skills instruction, the issue of future promise and job perspectiVes is a

\

. .

realistic dimension to include in planning education for adolescents..

To what extent is basic skills,instruction keyed to productivity, real

jolo\attributes and youth employability? Making the Classrooi experience

relevant to the actual marketplace may not be comfortable ior adolescents

but, according to Lipsitz (1977), it'is essential for future economic

success.' Relating classroom-work to the community's needs and interests

is an important goal of such educational planning. It is interesting to

note'that Lipsitz takes a very dim viewof not applying thewywledge of1. , .1 Np.

.000°
adolescence to the schooling of young people. She sees a narrow "basic

skills" definition as an ineffectiv way to deliver secondary education:



4 ,The effecX on-schooling'for young adoleicents _

m4 'be dramatic. If schools are held accountable ,

for teaching "basic skills" to everyone who is
required to attena; the aims of schooling may be
determined ty an even narrOWer definitidn,of the ,
ilearner than'we now have. Sdhools mill becloser
%to Bereiter'sivision than we might.n*expectkL/
It Will be-easier fpr states to,lower-the age of,:
compulsory attendance than to meet law suits?

_easier-to flunk students out,than to try harder
to teach them, easier to crack.down on them than
toseek alterUat4 ways of teaching them, easibr
to see-thempfily in terms of the minimal standards
(:)f performance schools min.:be held measurably
accountable fok. It will be diffionleto convince
school syatems to consider the holistic view in
relating to a'young adolescent when they know
that they have'only one or two tote years to make
good on society's investment4. The pressure that

be on schools housing young dolescent s and

therefore.= the ster4;-1* thet, 61y-lbess
wasteful as iS the current lack of-accounti lity.

The sanction for noncompliance in practice May
retiin Against the Students (Lipsitz, 1977, P. 1201., .

The difference between eduCational policy andjouth policy is Lghlighied

in Lipsitz's ststedent. Perhaps society asks too much of schools Afid too

little ofIbthek institutions. National'service, work experience, outdoors
4.

%
education, Outward0ound, etc., come to mind as alternativecomplementary
. .*,

' learning experiences for adolescents. Education,_even basic skills educe-
. i ,

'tion, dpes not occur solely in the public School. With good comniunity

'relations, effective schools can enjoy-Snd learn from the success of

..,

other progrens and institutions that serve teen-agers.

/
,...

Gathering and using assessment data. Effnije schools'literature
.

. -

dtreSses the need for sound performance data on adolescents and a careful
_. .

use oi information to make instfuction as relevant as possible io pupil

-

.needs There is little in. adolescent reieatch that disagrees with this
,
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position. The concern with the variability by which the adolescent

makes the transformatiOn to adulthood underlines the neea to knaw, to
-

assess in a variety of ways and under varying conditions; the biological,

cognitive, and social manifestations of change. This also sUigests

aa*ssment strategies beyond the standardized testing batteries that

primarily measure basic skills'peifordance. It woul rudent to

-r

use information from such testing diagnostically and t escribe, over

a Aeriod of time, learning assignmatita that match,the desired skills.

The adolescentts gradual accommodation to new ways of thinking and per-

forming suggest long-term approaches to both assessment and instruction.

There are assessment arias that are very limitedly discussed in

both adolescent rasearch and effective schools literature. Cultural

influences and-special problems, such asdisadvantaged circunstances or

'giftedness, are nOt-topics on which extensive information is available

with regard to teen-age development. ,In one sense, botkadolescent

research and effective schools studies share a common position of igno-

rance on these concerna ( Neveiiheless, the.; are siinifi

cant questions to resolve in the delivery of data-based education

programs. 2

Summary

This sectiou has examined the complex ways that basic adolescent

changes,are manifest in adolescent development. The settings of a

%student's life home, peer; and school - -.mediate die yoUngster's
. .

experience and present a seriea of secondary influences that strongly

39 :
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effect the teenager's new found ident At least three particular

.issups seem to,emerge as long-range concerns.fox the developing adoles-
- I

cent. In the tension created by the issues of attachment-autonomy,

intimacY-sexuality, and achievement-identity, the adolescent tonfronts

secondary' education. How these issues relate to the so-called factors

of effective schooling is a topic extensively pursued in this section.

On the whole,the issues of asolescence and the factors of effec-

`tsi.ve schooling address many similar concerns. Both areas seem to focus

on human or humane dimensions; both literatures seem to approach educe.=

tion from a common sense, constructive, and positive attitude stance.

There are some topics of potential coAflict or, contradiction and there

Are, no doubt, several significant questions about which both reseatch

areas are silent. For example, questions such as "Wbat is the context

of learning for adolescents in urban,school settings?" or "What is the

signficance of ethos,(Rutter et al., 19.79) in American secondary schools?"

still need to be addressed when considering the implications of the two,

areas for practice in secondary education. The-next section cif this

paper examines the implications of this rich reSearch base.



_

,INPLICATION FOR PRACTICE AND FURTHER RESEARCH

There is no magic "fit" between research on adoleaCence and liter-

ature on effective schools. As in many topics of educational research,

there are significant findings in Both areas, and even truth, to be

gained by study.and comparison. There are some differences in approach

between the two areas. Adolescent reaearch is.basically descriptive; it

is concerned with detailing the.variety of behaviors that Characterize

youngsters aid their development. The reaulting information is rich

and diverse. The educational researcher nmst strive to understand the

variation exposed-and incorporate it meaningfully into a productive

whole. Effective schools literature, on the other handT seems much more

prescriptive in nature. It seeks to build a careful sequence of factors

as discrete 'entities.which lead* to smoothly operating, ,productive,

institutions. Given that thetwo,areas address these different perppec7

tives
1

what implications can be drawn about"secondary education that

:are useful to practitioners, policy 'makers, or researchers working with

adolescents?

Adolescent Needs and-Appropriate kesponses

Ond of the most-noteworthy products of adoleacent research is the

catalogue of needs that are the peculiar requisites of youngsters id

the second decade of life. These needs largely grow out of the basic

changes that occur during adolescence, but they also reflect secondary

influences and the issues.of adolescent development discussed/in the
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previous section. Dorman (1981b) presents seven needi as charaCteristic
vAve

of the young teen-ager:

the need for diversIty;

the need for opportunities -for self-exploration

and self -definition;

the need for opportunities for meaningful participation

in their schools and communities;

.the need for positive social interaction with peers and

adults;

fiv the need for competence and achievement; and

the need for structure and clear limits (p. 5).

Although Dorman is speaking mainly about the student in middle school,

the perspectivesshe takes is not inconsistent with the needs Gump

(1981) identifies at the heart of adolescent functionalism for'the'older

gaining.competence through activity;

being chaZZenged by competitiVe 'Cor difficult tasks .

being valued! '6;7 others; and

being part 6j' an action groyp (p. 4.

_The parallels between these needs of adolescents and the good

piactices suggested by effective schools factors are relatively Strong.

4.

This is true in the laKger, (macro) perspectiire, as well as in the
.

. smaller (micro) detail. Thr.effective schools movement calls for schools
k

i

to pull themselves up hy theft bootstraps, to be systems read) to change.

: $.0-
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The movement adirocates self-evaluation on the part of the school as a

1Whole, very much as ehe adolescent mmst learn to,recenstruct his/her

own reality in the transfOrmation to adUlthood. The particular fSetors

,of effectiveness ire keys 6 that en4 they are the dynamic means by

whieh conditions in the school create an environment in which young

people can beet Survive, if not thrive.

The first implication to be drawn is to-realize that "responsive"

...gehools consider the ._. . adolescent as a whole person Ld'recognize

that young adolescents learn better in an environment which takes them

into account: (Dorman,1981a, p. 4). This'realization brings to mind

the universal tasks of adolescence suggested by Conger (1972). While

the teen-ager deals with both primary and secondary changes and tries

to integrate.these developments in everyday life, the universal tasks

are,a$o-confronted. A school that does not expect thit the youngster's

energies are so tapped, is probably not only unrealistic -- it will be

ineffective as well. The school's major problem i$ to determine haw to'

er/ste an environment and a program in which the student can become

active, contributing member of the educational setting, while he/she

IsPeaught up in,the throes ofedoleseent transformation.

"

'The second imPlicStion suggested by comilariSon of the-two xesearch

areas is to realize that school6 that'are,responsive to adolescents

are open systems, moresdeMocratic than authoritSrian, more progressive

than restrictive. As Piagee,s action-oriented learning was useful for

understanding'Hill's framdwork of'adoleseent development, Dewey' (1938)
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approach to

school that.

1 .

.

.
. . I.

1

..education and experience is fruitful in Characterizing the
- .

. ...

must capture the vast potential of human_enterprise, organize

and deliver.it to each generation. The ideal school for adolescents

expects then to be actilie learners,,provides the opportunities for

knowledge7building experiences,

interactions hecessary'possible.

and protects the freedoms that make the

...-

Some researchers (Mergendollar, 1981)

suggeat many, American 'high schools are exactly the opposite of this

ideal and challenge the educational enterprise to re-orient itself:
Jr

The typical comprehensive secondary school
has a deleterious effect on adolescent develop-
ment. Sdhools are too big. Students are often
excluded fram taking an active role in school
governance and directing their awn educational
program. Classrooms are too Often competitive
enviro eats whererecitation remains the
'pre& nant mode of,instruction. Such schools

can ma it the name of education (p. 37).

Suggested Chankes in'Secondary Schools

-To make secondary schools more effective institutions for adoles-

cents, some researchers have proposed changes in the instiintiont 1.1
7

11111

II 8,

at least five categories: school structure and organization, curric-

ulum, staff orientation, student orientation, and support'aervices. The

following discudsion is presented as an example of the thinking that

has been sparked by adolescent research or effective schools studies.

-,There is dneed,,beyond the confines of this paper, to exilore

greater depth these suggedted changes.
,

Barker and Gump (1964) have long been'abOcates of sMaller high r

schools in whidh,students have'greater opportunitida to be active members

44
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of the school commnnity. tf the schpol cannOt be reduced in phOical

size, then fhe organization must be reshuffled 6 allow,for more peison-
,"

alfzed exchanges'which are closer to theistigents' interests. Glatthorn

(n.d.). proposes changes in the.Physicak paue; as well as altertati;e
,

school organizations,to raise the possi4ity for autonomous behavior.

"The improved climate of such a schood. as visioned by Broo ver (1980,,

would be a natural Outcome of such restructuring and can le associated

with greater achieveinent im the long run. The role of the principal

and the adMinistration is not to be underplayed in this transformation,

and'the emphasis is placed on school as an'en;ironment that is condnCive

to learning not as a-center of punitive reprimand (Rutter et al., 1979).

The sedondary sdhool as the stepping.Atone to the great knowledge

. of huminkind-shouid be seen primarily as, an institution of learning.

Till/importance of the curriculum in that vision is a point to be empha-

sized. Unfortunately; that is not always the case. dpsick (1981).

critici001 American secondary education for creating a hodgepodge of-
',

fragmented, unrelated,course offerings. Glatthorn (n.d.) questions

whether-the ways students are grouped bylicurricular program should not

be examined, especially in terms of embedded.differences of social class

and vocational limitations. In either case, the secondary school program

=. is not the diverse, inspiring, and mind-expanding experience that pre-

sumably the cognitively capable adolescent is read); to cope with.
at

If schOols are to-be effective institutions for young alults, tge

'attitude of the staffs in secondary education 1.6 another area ripe for

4.
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change. Do high school teachers really schools as academic institu-

tions? Edmonds (n..d.) stresses the importance of positive expectations

for academic success on the part of teachers for at childreg. He empha!-

sizes that teachers must be confident that they can meet.the demands of

successful instruction, too, and that implies their own professional

growth and development. It can involve exploration of new teaching methods

'and materials. Teachers who feel overwhelm& or burned-out cannot hold

much hope either for personal achievement or for that of their students.

The improved attitude of itudents is another area of potential imiorove,

ment in secondary school reform. Mergendoller.(1981) questions whether

-passive student bodies are meeting the challenge of education. 'Douvan

and Adelson (1966) advocate-experiences that can teach students internal

controls, as Newmann (1980 proposes iniraaied opportunities for partic-.

iiihtion and decision making. The emAasis here is upon. the learner becomr-

.-e

ing aware of what he/she shou1d:4mow and,be doing and why, to become

responsible for their own growth and development. Competence in secondary

edncation is not to be enforced from abovEl; rather, the learner plays a

Pivotal role in cOnstructing his/her own aOieveMni: Part of' this rela-

tionship between the learner and the school invaves a knowledge of the

goals of education in one's communitY, a commitment to similar goals

and expectations, and a belief that one is moving ahead on. task (Dorman,

1981a): This is,as important for the students' families'as for thamseives,

and often involves the learner's view of the future and career or voca-

l'

tional opportunities in that future.
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Finally, the supportservices ia a secondary school mtst also

'advance the acadoec emphasia of the overall progfam. Effective sthools

'literature stresses the importance of change capability at all levels:of the

organization and dmong- all members of the staff (rimpane, 19110) Monitoring
1 .

test results and using assessment'information
diagnostically and produc-

tively requires the, dboperation of the instructional personnel with the

counseling staff. Working with students on physical fitness or team partic-
,.

.

ipafion could involve physical education coaches,,as well as academic

faculty. The gieSter"the communication mnong-the actors of.the school setting,

the greater the chances for integrated learning.

The changes recommended in thii se tion_tepresent the parallel think,-

ing that is st4gested by Adolescent researth and effective sdhools litera-_ .

ture: However, the two Tesearth areas"do not totally complement each

other. There are areas or concerns-to which complete iesolttions or,

final answers are not readiiy-aVailable. In partidular, the probleMs0

oi" urban schools need much greater consideration, beyond the.discussion,

and the,suggestions, made for all high schools in general. .

Lookingst Schodling in Urban Settings-

What are the.particular problems of'developidg.effective schools for'

adolescents in America's urban 'settings? It seems questionable whether

we have a sound understanding of what the Multicultural popuiatitin of

teen-agers,is like in urban environments. Educatórs have used conven-

ieni labels to,apply to these youngsters: "black," "White," non4eader,".

"leafning disahled," "disruptive,':, etc., hut it is iery possible that



ffsome in one group resemble the other group fat more than their own"

(Goldstein, 1967, P. 34). It seems that categories have been shaped

more by fiscal policy than educational strategy. We need more informa-
.

tion about these youngsters'as actors in' school. We need a better'

understanding, too, of the cultural inflUences these students experi-
,

ence and the significance that these experiences have to supposed

success on school-based tasks. Lipsitz (1977) gives examples of some

cultural practices in conflict with secondarschool attendance:

11 machismo" for the Puerto Rican male is far more important to him than

academic success; loyalty to family for the Puerto Rican teen-age girl

is valued ahead of decisions about her personal life, education, and

work. These factors obviously influence the youngster's development

of identity to a greater degree than society's demands for achievement.

SUch cultural realizationlmay direct educators to a dtherent under-

standing of the motivation for education, or lack thereof:among adoles-

cent urban youth.

With regard' to the delinquent,tendencies of youth in, urban schools,

research seems to suggest that a student's experience in junior high

school and earlier needs to be examined. A5recent atUdy by the Center

for Social Organization of Sdhbols (Wiatrowskl, Hansen., Massey & Wilson,

1981) found that curricular tracking practices in,junior high nay have

a significant influence on the socialization patterns and peer relation-

:ships that ultimately shape delinquency in high sChool. There is some

evidence that peer group influences on adolescents peak in junior high
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sChool (Gold & Petronio, 1980). These data.suggest that secondary insPir

tutions i.edqUiring,further study should include groups prior to.the

tenth grade..

Secondly, it is not sufficient merely_ to categorizeurhan youth

as poor readers or as students deficient in computational Skills. One

really needs to know how these students' cognitive operations are impair4

or what was lacking in earlier education that must be corrected during

secondary school. In trying to determine how formal operations might -

manifest themselves in the development-of In urban adolescent, a fuller

description of his/her elementary school background may be very useful-,

Goldstein (1976, pp. 34:35) reports on earlier studies of city youth

and cites,multiple problems that may be potential avenues of interven-
lr-

tion by the secondary educator: experience with correction of enuncia-

tion, pronunciation, and grammar, difficulty in handling items related/7--

to time judgments using adults as sources of information and correction,

etc. What is interesting about Goldstein's work is the breadth of the

urban students' deficiency; something much greater than "basic skills"

is involved. Lipsitz (1977) points out that the difference between

disadvantaged and middle class youngsters widens everimOre during adoles-

cence, "as the intelldctually less rich environment becomes a greater

handicap" (pp. 101-102) for the teen-ager. Urban schools need tO explore

42 _,
how to diversity and enrich their environments to be more challenging

' and appropriate for adolescent youth. If secondary schools in large

cities are going to tabkle the gap between concrete street experience

. 49
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and formal:fhought and logical reasoning expectedat adoleScence; they'

' need to find ways pf building complementiry experienrs for these urban

youngsters in the communities in which they livq0.

Third, the relationship between urban adolescents and their families

and communities,needs mudh better elucidation. lbe school is an impor-

tant mediating influenceion adolescents,'but so are family and community.

In urban settings, Wheie many StUdents drop out of school by age 16, or

even fail t6 enroll, the family and cultural community-may often super-

sede the school's role as educator. 'Similarly, conditions influencing

the family, like divorce or unemployment, obviously affect teenr-agers.

Because of the hightncidence of crime among adolescents in Urban,

centere, the juvenile justice system and related welfare or regulatory

agencies are also *Intent influences to examine in die lives of urban

youth. In.determining identity or motiv4ion achievement patternS,

. such community institutils;maY b-ea-s---iMportant as the sdhools in

shapi eltarrircoliga:--School prograns should be implemented in con-
,

cert with such community agencies to strengthen all the staffs involved.

The school or the school district eah Play a leadeiship role in shaping

a community-wide youth policy.

Finally, a careful Study of values tegarding education in a partic-

ular Urban setting should bepursued.' Zipsitz (19-77) found that success

in schooling for minoriOieS pretty much " epended in general on the

degree ft0. which the value systems and/or sical'appearances'of the

minorities were already similar to the predominant culture"-(p. 109).
N'
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The school's role in providing information that might influence,Value

-development regarding,educationt-be examined in the urbanAt-

ting: The schoo _thenajorforca _in-long-range-earleer guidance

and preparetion. It call offer first-hand information on technological

employment:Anderson, 1980). Similarly; the tkrban school's role should

be examined where value conflict.with prevailing biases of American

society is evident. Lightfoot (1978) uses the example of drug usage and

escalating violence in this context. How can urban teachers maintain

high expectations for student suCcAt where drugs and violence are

everyday classroom occurrences? How do-administrators build effective

school climates amidst economic breakdoWn end abject futures? For

informati9n about adolescents or effective schooling to suggest even

tentative changes, in urban education, some of these issues obviously
- . --

need to be addressed. The differences between schools in urban settings

and higher income areas may only be differentes of emphasis, as Edmonds

(n.d.) suggests, but'they are differences that need examination

nonetheleds.;

Concludini Comments and Areas.for Further Research

Where do we go from here? This paper lat been an initial explore-

:

tion of two xTery large literatures wbich are still expanding. Opr

.f
problem is not,one of finding more information. Rather, we are confront-

ed with determining effective means for re!-Organizing and isshaping our

findings in order to1plake them useful to practitioners and leaders in

secondaryeducation. Timpane (1980) makessimilar comment ebout the
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-
factors of effective schooling and their ultimate impact on school practice:

These are all-factorelhat have been associated
with effective schooling,. We fin&ourselves'in
a sea of correlationsi; We do not know in just
what combination or byAAnat manner these building
blocks brin$ about_effeetiye schooling. tior,

certainly, having!discovered that, how:best ade
wotad foster more effectiye-sthooling_(p : 15). .

Actually, what educational researth offers to practitioners is a

mechanism for choosing between sensible -suggestions. Same relationships

I

between adolescent research and effective schools literature may'be more
A

significant than others and offer greater promise of future payoff. It

,

is important to identify these relationships and to characterize further

research studies which might help transforla such information into effec-

tive guidelines for practice.

For, example, there is a strong concensus in the two researbh areas

for Characterizing secondary schools as, environments for the social, as

well as the cbgnitive.development of adOlescents. *There is need for

research that more fully documents exchanges.of students with peers, as

well as adults, including the school principal, which contributes to the

positive climate of the -overall institutioh. Such studies mighe address

issues related to the work ethic and to con@brns of pr.Ospective employers

or colleagues on factors'such as student coopetativeness, reliability,

-and loyalty to the community-at-large. Questions of competence.and

standards of excellence as perceived in a social context could also,be
.

I

examined,' Findings from Such research would be useful to secondary
.

school administrators and faculties for re-orienting their institutions,

ia in de changes, previously discussed.
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Secondly; there ttra need to examine the relationship between stu-
,

dent participation aild activity in the community of the school and the
-

development of.a peisonal sense of autonomy within the context of

internally.regulated goals and limits..,Uhat interrelationships should

be fostered between the dontent of the school's program, the instruc-
.

tional method and.style in the classroom, and the ways outdates are

assessed in the learning activity? Results of such studies might help

educators understand the com lexities of m iv aters,_as-mell

as eliminate the more punitive aspeets of discipline. There is room in

' such-studies for lietter coordinatibn with home and cammunity Agencies

sand li4agesto other arenas of participation for teen-agers.'

There is need,for studies of secondary school staffs in terms of

their understanding and attitudes regarding adolescent behavior'and

development. Pa ticular focus could be given to analyzing the roles

adolescents play'in eer groups associated with the schools, as well as

with Organizations and info affiliations beyond the educational

institution. Special attention shoul e given to understanding the

needs and circumstances of urban youngsters, the problens they face and

the combined influences of the adoitscent transformation and life in the

central city. These studies could be significant for'teacher prepara-,,

tion and for in-service staff development, as well.

Finally, there is a need to)eddress the curricular Iuestion'of'basic

learninkand adolescent development. Given the importance of social,

perspective and peer influence op teen-age learning, what is the appro-

priate organization of subject natter and what are the most effective
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wsys to deliver that information? 'In an era heavily influenced by

television and.microprocessors, how can these media best be incorpor-

atedsinto the teen-age student's instructional peogram? The secondary

sdhool is not only responsibie.for teaching the knowledge of =est-
worth but-the cognitive processes of greatest power. Hopefully, with

the results of such research, the secondary school can become an effec-

tive academic institution.
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